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"Design is a creative activity whose aim is to establish the multi-faceted qualiti-
es of objects, processes, services and their sytsems in whole lifecycles.
Therefore design is the central factor of innovative humanisation of technologies
and the crucial factor of cultural and economic exchange." ICSID.

Swedish design responding to important briefs has many times raised interna-
tional attention. Design is not better than their program. The design process
means to give the creative answer to a question transformed into a brief or pro-
gram. In Sweden we have a long tradition to put relevent and interdisciplinary
questions in the field of design. Interesting design is the result of important and
strong programs.

Design as topic and area of common debate have changed remarkably during
the last couple of years in Sweden. Design debate was earlier not as freequent
as today but when it happened it was rather about the program of design than
its expressions. Today it seems to be other way around. That is very unfortuna-
te. More and more people are getting involved in design professionally but very
few represent the field of research, knowledge building and design litterature.
Several possibilities of university level design education have opened. In the
last five to ten years highschool education of design subjects have more than
doubled. Design has also become an area for politicians. In his governemental
declaration primeminister Göran Persson for the first time mentioned the area of
design as a force in the new society. On the first day of his new job as minister
of industry Mr Leif Pagrotsky gave design a new role as a future Swedish sour-
ce of "raw material". At this point our Minister of culture  Marita Ulvskog had all-
ready adopted a national Swedish plan of action regarding architecture, form
and design. She also comitted the oldest design organization in the world,
Svensk Form, to create and establish a national scene for meetings and public
exhibitions on form and design. The year 2005 is exclaimed to be the official
year of design in Sweden by the goverment. This marks a shift for design as
part of the political life and an increased status level of design generally in the
Swedish society.
This does not mean that the understanding of design as a sciense has gained
in general understanding. Maybee the situation is the contrary. Design is used
unspecified and extensively to label the most scattered activities and phenome-
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nas. Still design education and the design debate goes on
with many times blurred borders between art, design, con-
cious purpose, function, content, style and surface.
Design is purpose, and statements from our industry
makes it clear that design will bee one of the most impor-
tant factor of competition in the future. Along with the
increasing percentage of higher education in our popula-
tion and thus the change in the Swedish industrial profile,
design like other activities based on intellectual capital fits
very well in the process. Added to this it is obvious that
design is the answer to how the democratic process can
be manifested in public areas, public transport and in the
architecture of public institutions. It is also the tool to
implement our aim to create a society for all (universal
design) the accessible and the sustainable society.
Integration in the society is yet another design challenge in
the battle between demand and desire. There is no doubt
that right now there are more than enough programs to
guide the development of the necessary new design in
products, processes and services. These programs are
equally strong and evident as other program were almost
fifty years ago when the fame of Swedish design spread
around the world. 

Design is since long an important diciplin in Sweden.
Design is very present and of rather big importance to
most Swedish people. We have been used to live with
design in our everyday lives at home. Our furniture are
from known designers as well as our tableware, glasses
and textiles. Design is present when we use tools and
equipment in our daily work. The general public are also
very often aquainted with several national design persona-
lities. As consumer we expect a good design and a good
performance when we buy objects belonging to the
sphere of interior design. We take it for granted that a bre-
adknife is performing ergonomically and that an ordinary
dishbrusch may gain a design award. A canopener may
ofcourse also carry the designer name from the royal fami-
ly. We also expect that our beautiful chair is friendly to our
spine and that our textiles are practical and functional at
the same time as they introduce coulor and pleasure in
our homes. We allready live with demands from third

generation of designconcious customers. The interior
design boom started in the mid 1950ies. The war was
over and Sweden was undamaged and saved from much
material and human suffering compared to most of our
neighbouring countries. The prewar campaign of "artists to
the industry" eventually gave fruit and the big design
explosion mirroring a new boundryless lifestyle was tested
and launched at the big lifestyle design exhibition H55 in
Helsingborg. Since then several generations of designers
and design oriented industries hav served the Swedish
people with everyday goods. “More beautiful goods for
everyday use” became the Swedish style and social ambi-
tion. Sweden became world famous in this area and we
experienced how Scandinavian Design became Swedish
Design. This development was not the same in most
industrialized countries. The Swedish designconcept was
very much design for all. The designconcept tried to be
democratic at least in the sense that the design program ,
or "brief" with todays vocabulary, was that the design was
meant for everybody. Design aimed to modernize every-
day life and create beauty to a broader general public. Of
course this was a rather idealistic dream and some of the
more pronounced objects and interiors were more liked by
an intellectual elite than others and than the broad audien-
ce it was meant for. On the other hand it was just these
intellectual properties in Swedish Design that were so
much admired abroad rather than the spectacular crea-
tions and new daring style experiments. In an international
perspective the admiration of everything swedish gradually
faded away. We continued to promote the genuine well
meant design recipe in Sweden and continued very much
in the same way as we did before. We were encuraged
by the new learnings about the state of our planet with
problems like energy crises, pollution, garbage mountain
and insufficient concern for ergonomy or ecology. Maybee
some talented and artisic designers were muffled by this
mainstream ideals and other international designstars
could enter the stage unchallenged by the Swedes. Of
course the market have changed drastically and the idea
of a special swedish design flavour is becoming less and
less important. We have ofcourse a global design market
with several global design professionals. This is also true
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in Sweden. But has then national identity in design disape-
ared and lost its interesst and importance? Yes, and no!
Yes, when it is interpreted in a special style or expression ,
but no, when it comes to the intellectual properties. The
traditional Swedish way of formulating the "brief" is today
the hottest fashion. There is an old saying that a clock
which is totally stuck and stands still, is more correct than
a clock that runs to slow or to fast. The stuck clock at
least shows right time twice per 24hours whereas the
slow or fast clock never shows the right time. This may
also be valid when compared to Swedish design develop-
ment. We were stubbornly working with our designcon-
cept from the glorious period in middle of 1950ties until
recently. Today in the international world of design, there is
an understanding that the only real progressive way to
work with design as a concept is to include the dry and
serious matters of survival and sustainability. The design
profession has to be executed with talence, exellence and
with consideration taken to all new both threatening and
spectacular conditions of life.
The specific flavour of Swedish design can bee interpreted
in different way and often better from people with an outsi-
de perspective. We seem ourselves to be reluctant to
specify a national Swedish brand of any kind. This is heal-
thy not only in wiew of the multicultured import and inspira-
tion of design skills and of professionals. This migration
and mix started allready during the time of Gustav Vasa
and his sons, during the golden age of Gustav III until
today. In spite of this fact we still call many of these old
expressions our very own designroots. Ofcourse these
early "design" expressions were reserved for a small group
of wealthy people in castles and manors but the styles
and skills spilled over to a broader public gradually. The
design roots of today belongs ofcourse the ideas of the
20th century industrialized period and the specific social
wellfare state concept that Sweden developed.
"Swedish design is not a style, it is the development of
something much more profound". Vico Magistretti.
"Swedish design can bee distinguished, it is witty". Sir
Terence Conran
"Without design, nobody would ever choose to live in
Sweden (Scandinavia)". Per Mollerup

"The difference between art and design is that it takes
competence to judge design". Storm Pedersen
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Fabric with braille 
SALDO
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Cloud Pattern Fabric
Gunilla Axen

Recyclable furniture program with a 
sparepart system
Rapid
Dranger/Huldt, Innovator
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Body Care Program
Benktzon/Juhlin, Ergonomi Design
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Awarded Dishbrush
A & E Design
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Breadknife
Benktzon/Juhlin, Ergonomi Design
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Letterknife & balance combined 
Simplicitas

Theo Ehnlund
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Self disolving funeral urn of recycled paper
Pia Kristoffersson
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Queuenumber dispenser a part of 
queue system equipment

A & E Design
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